
A Game by Carl Dean CoxA Game by Carl Dean Cox  

Players: 2Players: 2--4 Playing Time: 20 mins. Age: 14+4 Playing Time: 20 mins. Age: 14+  
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Overview 
 

CYBERMANCY: [magical] manipulation of computers 
 

"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable 
from magic." 

~Arthur C. Clarke, Profiles of the Future 
 

Throughout the course of human history, there has been war, and 
with it, warriors: men and women willing to fight and die in the 
name of something greater than themselves. Tales of their ex-
ploits can be found in the myths and legends of all human cul-
tures, their courage and prowess serving as an inspiration to peo-
ple everywhere. But now, the world has moved on, and warfare 
has changed: strength of arms has been replaced with technology, 
and today's warriors are defined by their knowledge of comput-
ers, and their ability to navigate the almost incomprehensibly 
complicated world of cyberspace. 
 
Now is the time of the Cybermancers. 
 
Cybermancers are the online warriors of cyberspace, digital wiz-
ards whose esoteric knowledge of the virtual world can seem like 
magic to the uninitiated. In the world of the Cybermancers, 
battles take place within an arena of virtual reality, where contest-
ants summon and lead their warriors in battle, their attributes de-
termined by the parameters of CPU and RAM. These pre-
programmed avatars are directed by the Cybermancers, who use 
their wits, courage and creativity to defeat their opponents in dig-
ital combat. 
 
In the game of Cybermancy, YOU will take on the role of a Cyber-
mancer. Do you have what it takes to outwit your opponent, and 
claim victory on the virtual field of battle? It's time to find out! 
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Components 

Cybermancy consists of the following components: 

100 Creature Cards (50 of each Faction: Undead and Human) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40 CPU Cards 

 

 

 

 

 

40 RAM Cards 
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Components 

 

2 Sets of Health Tracker Cards  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Power Tracker Cards 

 

 

 

 

 

48 Buff/Damage Markers (Values: 1(25), 3(15), 5(8)) 
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Creature Cards 

Each creature card contains all the information needed for han-

dling the summoning and attack of that creature: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CPU Cost: Indicates how much CPU a player must pay to sum-
mon the creature 

 RAM Cost: Indicates how much RAM a player must pay to sum-
mon the creature 

 Attack Value: Indicates how much damage a creature does 
when attacking 
 

 Health Value: Indicates how much damage a creature can sus-
tain before being destroyed 

 
The lower half of the card contains additional information about 
the creature, such as special abilities, buffs, etc. (see: Keywords: 
Abilities) 

CPU Cost RAM Cost 

Attack Value Health Value 
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Goal 
 The goal of a game of Cybermancy is to reduce the opposing 

Cybermancer to 0 health by summoning Creatures to attack 
with. 

 Each Cybermancer starts with 30 health; as soon as a Cyber-
mancer’s health is reduced to 0, the game ends immediately. 

Pre-game Preparation 
Before you can play a game of Cybermancy, you must first create a 
deck of 30 Creature Cards (this is your Summoning Deck). For your 
first game, we recommend that you use the suggested deck lists 
found in the appendix of this rule book. Later, when you are more 
familiar with the mechanics of the game, you can create your own 
deck by selecting cards from the Creature Decks you own. 

Set-up 
 Shuffle separately the Summoning Decks, CPU Deck, and RAM 
 Deck. (Both players will be drawing from these decks during 
 the game) 
 Each player draws 7 cards from their Summoning Deck to start 

their Creature Hand; each player may discard and redraw as 
many cards as desired (once only); if a player chose to redraw, 
shuffle the discarded cards back into the Summoning Deck. 
(The cards in the Creature Hand should remain hidden from 
the opposing Cybermancer). 

 Each player draws 5 cards from the CPU Deck and 5 cards from 
the RAM Deck; each player may discard and redraw as many of 
each as desired (once per deck); shuffle any discarded cards 
back into the appropriate decks. (The cards in the Power Decks 
should be played face-up on the table). 

 Set starting Health of each Cybermancer to 30. 
 Set the value of CPU and RAM on each Power Track to 1. 
 Determine first player, who will receive the Initiative Marker 

for the first round. 
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After set-up is complete, each player’s play area will look 

something like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Cards in Hand) 

 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

Each game round consists of the following phases: 
  
1. Main Phase 
2. Discard Phase 
3. Draw Phase 
4. Refresh Phase 
5. Advance Power Marker Phase 
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1. Main Phase 
  
 During this phase, players will alternate turns, starting with the play-

er who began the round with the Initiative Marker. 
 During their turn, players may do either or both of the following ac-

tions: 
Summon 1 or more Creatures from their hand 
Attack with ONE of their active Creatures (not buffered or ex-
hausted) 

 When a player finishes a turn, the initiative then passes to the next 
player, who will take a turn. Play alternates this way until players 
have Attacked and Summoned with all the Creatures they can or 
want to. 

  

SUMMONING 
  
 In order to summon a Creature from their hands, players must pay the 

summoning costs of a Creature. Each creature has two summoning 
costs: CPU and RAM. The maximum cost of a Creature is dependent on 
the current RAM and CPU settings on the Power Track; Creatures can-
not be summoned if their costs exceeds either of the current power 
levels (for example: on the first round, only a 1 CPU/1 RAM Creature 
can be summoned) It is possible to summon multiple Creatures in a 
turn, but their total cost must NOT exceed the current power levels (for 
example, if CPU and RAM are both set to 2, it is possible to summon 
two 1/1 Creatures, or a single 2/2 Creature). 

 To pay the summoning costs, players must discard RAM and CPU cards 
from their play area equal to or greater than each cost indicated on the 
Creature card.  

 Note that it is possible to "overpay" (for example, discarding a 3 value 
CPU card to summon a creature with a CPU summoning cost of 2), but 
the extra summoning power is lost. 

 It is also possible to use more than 1 card to pay each summoning cost 
(for example, discarding two 1 value cards to pay a summoning cost of 
2). 

 After paying the summoning cost, the Creature card may now be played 
from the player's hand to the play area. When a Creature enters play, it 
normally requires a round to become active, and so it enters the playing 
field turned sideways to indicate that it is buffered; it isn't possible to 
attack with a buffered creature until the next round. 
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 If a Creature has the keyword Battle-Ready, it does NOT enter the 
playing area buffered; instead, it is considered active, and may 
attack immediately (provided, of course, its owner hasn't already 
activated another Creature this turn; only one creature may be acti-
vated each turn). In fact, this is the most common way to use a 
Battle-ready Creature: summon it, then immediately use it to attack. 

 If a Creature has the keyword Front-line, it enters play in the Front-
line area; otherwise, it enters play in the Main Area. 

 When summoning multiple Creatures, it is not necessary to play 
Power Cards each time; it is sufficient for a player to have played 
enough cards to cover the total cost of all Creatures (for example, if 
a player’s Power Track is set to 3 CPU/3 RAM, if a 3 CPU card and a 3 
RAM card are played, the maximum cost is already covered; a player 
could then summon a 2 CPU/2 RAM Creature, and then later in the 
round summon a 1 CPU/1 RAM Creature with the remaining Power). 

  

ATTACKING 
  
To attack with a Creature, players indicate the Creature they want to 
attack with, and then indicate its target; the target can be an enemy 
Creature (whether active or not), or the opposing Cybermancer (NOTE: 
If the opposing Cybermancer has any Creatures in the Frontline area, 
they MUST be attacked and removed before targeting Creatures in the 
Main Area or the opposing Cybermancer). 
 
Resolving an Attack on a Creature 
 (NOTE: When resolving an attack on a Creature, both Creatures are con-
sidered to do damage simultaneously.) 
  
 To resolve an attack, look at the Attack Value of each Creature, and 

apply it to its opponent's Health Value. 
If a Creature's Attack Value is the same or greater than its oppo-
nent's Health Value, then the opponent Creature is destroyed; re-
move any destroyed Creatures from the playing area. 

 If a Creature's Attack Value is less than its opponent's Health Value, 
then the Creature survives the attack; place Damage Markers (red) 
on the Creature to indicate how much Health it has lost as a result of 
the attack. 
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 If the attacking Creature survives the attack, it is now considered ex-
hausted; turn the Creature card sideways to indicate that it can no 
longer attack this round. 

 Please note that being attacked does NOT change the condition of the 
attacked Creature. If an active Creature is attacked and survives, it 
does NOT become exhausted; it remains active and can be used to 
attack on its owner's turn. 

 
Resolving an Attack on a Cybermancer 
  
To resolve an attack on a Cybermancer, simply look at the attacking Crea-
ture's Attack Value and reduce the Cybermancer's health by that much. 
  
ENDING THE MAIN PHASE 
  
Players continue alternating turns until they have Attacked with and Sum-
moned all the creatures they can or want to (See: Passing). Players now 
have one last opportunity to summon creatures from their hand before 
moving on to the next phase. 
  
PASSING 
  
On a Cybermancer's turn, it is possible to say "Pass" rather than attacking 
or summoning a Creature, in order to see what the opponent will do; in 
such a case, the initiative passes to the opponent, who will then take a 
turn. NOTE: If, after passing, the opponent also passes, then the Main 
Phase is over, and no further attacks can be made. 
 

2. DISCARD PHASE 
  
 During this phase, players discard all destroyed Creatures. Place them 

to one side of the play area; they will not be used again this game. 
 All RAM and CPU cards that were used to summon Creatures should 

be set aside; although unlikely, if either the CPU or RAM deck runs out, 
shuffle the used cards to create a new draw pile. 
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3. DRAW PHASE 
  
In this phase, players will replenish their cards; simultaneously, players 
will: 
 Draw ONE Creature card and add it to their Creature Hand. 
 Draw ONE CPU card and add it to the CPU cards on the table. 
 Draw ONE RAM card and add it to the RAM cards on the table. 
  

4. REFRESH PHASE 
  
In this phase, players will refresh all of their exhausted and buffered 
creatures to an active state. Any cards that are turned sideways are reor-
iented vertically to show that they are ready to attack in the next round's 
Main Phase.  
  

5. ADVANCE POWER MARKER PHASE 
  
 Finally, players will advance ONE of their power tracks (either RAM or 

CPU) one space, allowing them to summon more powerful creatures 
during the next round. 

 At this point, the initiative will pass to the player who DIDN’T make 
the last attack of the round (in other words, the player who attacked 
last this round will go second in the following round). 

 

Game End 
 

If at any point a Cybermancer's health is reduced to zero, the game ends 
immediately and the surviving Cybermancer is the winner. 
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Keywords 
 

ABILITIES 

 

Some cards have an effect that occurs when it is played or when it is de-
stroyed: 
 
 Call-to-arms: If a summoned creature has this keyword, it applies the 

listed effect the moment it is summoned. Health buffs can target 
Cybermancers or other creatures, while all other effects apply to 
creatures only. If the amount of the buff is greater than 1, the effect 
can be used on multiple targets. Place Buff Markers (green) on tar-
geted creatures to show the increase in stats. 

 Last Gasp: If a summoned creature has this keyword, it applies the 
listed effect the moment it is killed. Health buffs can target Cyber-
mancers or other creatures, while all other effects apply to creatures 
only. If the amount of the buff is greater than 1, the effect can be 
used on multiple targets. Place Buff Markers (green) on targeted 
creatures to show the increase in stats. 

 Battle-Ready: Creatures with this keyword are NOT buffered from 
being summoned, and can be activated immediately after being sum-
moned. 

 Frontline: If a Creature card contains the Keyword “Frontline,” it is 

NOT played next to the other cards in play; instead, it is played in 

Frontline area; if there are already Frontline cards in play, play any 

new Frontline cards next to them in a single row. Thus, the play area 

can be considered to consist of two zones: the Frontline, and the reg-

ular summoning area behind it. Frontline cards are considered to be 

“blocking” cards in the Main Area AND its Cybermancer; the opposing 

Cybermancer may not attack any cards in the Main Area or their 

Cybermancer until all cards in the Frontline area have been de-

stroyed. 
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NOTE: Each Faction of creatures has its own special ability. These key-
words will be explained with the instructions for each Faction. 
 
 
Undead 
 
 Some undead cards have the ability to create “crawlers,” smaller 

zombies that appear from the corpse of the dead creature. This key-
word appears on the card as “Last Gasp: Crawlers,” followed by an 
attack value and health value (e.g. A: 1 / H: 2; this means the crea-
ture has an attack value of 1 and a Health value of 2) 

 In order to create a crawler, as soon as the card is destroyed, in-
stead of placing it in the discard pile, turn it over. It is now consid-
ered to be a Creature. 
Place markers on it to indicate the attack and health values of the 
creature. 

 A Crawler does not appear Battle-ready, so be sure to turn it side-
ways to indicate that it must wait until the following turn to attack. 
Whenever an Undead creature with “Crawler” ability is destroyed, 
the crawler will appear in the same area the card was in when it was 
destroyed (either Front-line or Main Area) When a crawler is de-
stroyed, it is removed from the game like any other Creature. 

 
Humans 
 
 Some Human creatures have the keyword “Promote.” When you 

play such a card, summon it into the Main area, and select one of 
the other creatures already present in that area and move it to the 
Front line area (if there are no other creatures in the Main area, this 
ability is lost). 
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Game Variants 
 

Draft Mode 
 

This variant requires an added dimension of skill, as it requires players 
to create their deck on the fly by recruiting Creatures from all the availa-
ble cards. Instead of preparing a deck ahead of time, each player will 
select cards from the available decks until each has a Summoning Deck 
of 30 cards. 
 
 Set out each of the creature decks available to the players. 
 In turn order, each player selects any card from the available decks. 
 Selections alternate until each player has created a deck of 30 cards. 
 Play then continues as normal. 
 

Multiplayer Mode 
 

It is possible to play with 3 or 4 players, so long as each player has 
enough cards to create a 30 card deck. Play is the same as in the regular 
game, except that initiative will pass to each player in turn order until all 
players have performed the activations/summons that they wish. At the 
end of each round, the Initiative passes to the next player on the left of 
the last player attack, who will have first initiative in the following 
round. It is also possible to play Draft Mode with multiple players. 
 

4 Player Team Mode 
 

This variant allows 4 players to play in two teams of two, with each play-
er sitting across from his teammate (meaning play will alternate be-
tween teams) Play then continues as normal, with each player acting in 
turn order until all actions have been taken. At the end of each round, 
the Initiative passes to the next player on the left of the last player 
attack. Play continues until one Team has had both players eliminated.  
Again, it is possible to play this mode using the Draft variant. 
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Suggested Deck Lists 
For your first game of Cybermancy, you should play with the deck lists 
below. When advancing the power track markers, you should focus on 
advancing RAM first, then CPU. 

  
Humans 

  

  
Undead 

  

Zizni 
Pancho Villa 

Calamity Jane 

Ogg 

Rumiñawi 
Mad Jack Churchill 
Buffalo Calf Road Woman 
Quizquiz 
d’Artagnan 
Lagertha 
Hongi Hika 
Vlad the Impaler 
Hari Singh Nalwa 
William Marshal 
Hua Mulan 

Vercingatorix 

Running Eagle 

Spartacus 

Cuauhtemoc 

Crazy Horse 
Aegea 
Aminatu 
Leonidas I 
William Wallace 

Genghis Khan 

Prince Rupert of the Rhine 

Xerxes the Great 
Attila the Hun 

Achilles 
Hattori Hanzo 

Cap'n Bones 

Duff Deadman 

Sally Shambler 

Karl Korpse 

Joe Bob Coffin 

Blech 
Deathel May Nicholson 
Diamond Jim Floater 
Dale DeGhoul 
Morto Cecchini 
Hack Hackerson 
Zed Calaway 
Katerina Smert 
Mary-Jo Cadaver 
Putrid Dave 
Dr. Grodulent 
Nigel Nightdirt 

Tom Brainy 

Max Lemmon 

Father Graves 
Celeste Shivers 
Black Jack Exitwound 

Ricky Rotten 
Sid Viscous 

Stenchy the Clown 

Barney Tumor 

Hideous Takemora 
Takeda Shinbone 

Marcel Décès 
DJ Jazzy Deth  
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Deck building 
 

 Any 30 cards can be used to create a Summoning Deck, including 
mixing cards from various Factions (for example, it is possible to 
create a Summoning Deck containing both Undead and Human 
cards). 

 If players own multiple copies of Cybermancy, they CANNOT have 
more than ONE copy of any card in their Summoning Deck. 

 

Glossary 
 

 Active: A card that is neither Exhausted nor Buffered; may attack 
this round 

 Attack Value: The amount of Damage a creature does when attack-
ing (found in the lower left corner of the card) 

 Attack: Use a creature to inflict damage on an enemy Creature or 
Cybermancer 

 Battle-Ready: A summoned card that is not buffered; it may attack 
immediately after being summoned 

 Buff/Damage Markers: Small, double-sided chits used to indicate 
buffs (green side) or damage (red side) of affected cards 

 Buffered: A summoned card without the Battle-ready ability; 
turned sideways to indicate that it cannot attack the round it is 
summoned 

 Crawler: A creature that is created after an Undead Creature with 
the Crawler ability is destroyed 

 Creature Deck: A deck of 50 cards containing all the Creatures from 
a given faction 

 Creature Hand: The Creature Cards a player is holding that may be 
summoned during a round 

 Deck List: A list of 30 cards specifying which cards to use to form a 
Summoning Deck. 

 Exhausted: A card that has been used to attack this round; turned 
sideways to indicate that it may not attack again this round 

 Frontline: The area in front of the Main Area; cards in this area are 
considered to be blocking, and must be destroyed before attacking 
creatures in the Main Area or the enemy Cybermancer 
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 Health Value: The amount of Damage a creature can sustain 
when attacked (found in the lower right corner of the card) 

 Main Area: Cards without the Frontline ability are summoned 
here 

 Power Decks: The CPU and RAM cards that players draw from 
 Promote: Push a Creature that is already in the Main Area to 

the Frontline 
 Round: A complete set of phases 

Summon: Play a card from the Creature Hand to the play area 
by paying the card's Summoning Costs. 

 Summoning Costs: The amount of CPU and RAM a Cyber-
mancer must pay to summon a creature (found in the top left 
and top right of each Creature Card) 

 Summoning Deck: A group of 30 Creature Cards each player 
will draw from to create/replenish their Creature Hand 

 Turn: A single chance to attack and/or summon during a round; 
alternates between players during the Main Phase 
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Quick Start Guide 
 
Set-Up 
 
 Shuffle Summoning and Power Decks 
 Draw 7 cards from Summoning Deck 
 Draw 5 cards from each Power Deck 
 Set starting Health to 30. 
 Set CPU and RAM to 1 on Power Track 
 Determine first player, who receives Initiative Marker 
 
Round Overview 
  
1.   Main Phase (players alternate turns) 
 Summon AND/OR Attack (1 Creature) 
 
2.   Discard Phase 
 Discard destroyed Creatures/used Power Cards 
 
3.   Draw Phase 
 Draw ONE card from Summoning Deck and each Power Deck 
 
4.   Refresh Phase 
 Turn Exhausted/Buffered Creatures to vertical position 
 
5.   Advance Power Marker Phase 
 Advance either CPU or RAM on Power Tracker 
 Give Initiative Marker to player who didn’t attack last this round 
 

Game ends when any player’s Health is reduced to zero. 




